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to go over the situation with him along the lines of Mr. Stimson's
recent talk with Nitob6, in the hope that our conversation will be
reported to the Emperor, and I want to find out, indirectly, whether
Makino's remarks to McCoy merely mean that he thinks we can
accomplish a lot by explaining the Japanese point of view to
Washington or whether he thinks we can bring influence to bear
at present by more clearly explaining the American point of view
to Tokyo. There's a great difference in meaning there. Just at
present I can see no avenues for useful work opening up and am
very much hoping that my talk with Makino may reveal them. From
the foregoing it may be surmised that diaries are as useful for clearing
one's thoughts as for recording events.
COUNT MAKINO SAYS THE YOUNGER GENERATION
HAS TAKEN OVER
July 13, 1932
At ii I went to call on Count Makino by appointment. He
received me in his Japanese house in Japanese dress and I had a
long and intimate talk with him. I went over the ground of our
attitude about Manchuria with reference to the treaties and along
the lines of Mr. Stimson's recent talk with Dr. Nitobe, and said that
I earnestly hoped Japan would not extend recognition without the
most careful deliberation. He listened to my presentation of. the
matter in the most courteous and kindly way and said that the younger
generation were running things now; he traced Japanese history
since the Restoration and said that the elder statesmen who had
carefully controlled the policy of the country had now mostly gone
and that a sort of interim was taking place before the younger genera-
tion had developed its own statesmen, but that this would come
about in time. He said that he was an optimist as to the future.
His talk was very similar to that which I had with Ambassador
Matsudaira in London with regard to the swing of the pendulum.
We then discussed the great importance of education and the
prominent part which the universities played in American national
life, and I told him how university graduates were more and more
taking part in our public affairs. He described his own visit to
America when on his way to the Paris Peace Conference after a lapse
of just half a century since his last visit. In the course of our talk
Count Makino referred to certain passages of my speech before the
America-Japan Society in very pleasant terms and said that a transla-
tion of it had been made for the Emperor. He spoke of Bill Gasde
and of the constructive work he had done here. At the end I said
that if Count Makino should ever see specific ways in which he thought
I could be of service I hoped he would feel free to make suggestions
'to me.in an informal and personal way, as I would greatly value his
advice.
In every nation great gentlemen stand put, and during our entire

